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What happened?

• Athene bought Aviva USA’s life and annuity business, with its 
primary focus on annuities

• Athene sold Aviva USA’s life business to Global Atlantic

• Global Atlantic is renaming Aviva USA’s life business Accordia Life

• In most instances, policies will go through a three-stage transition 
— from Aviva USA to Athene, for a brief period, before ultimately 
being assumed  by Accordia Life. 

• The Aviva USA to Athene transition happened in 2014. The final 
transition from Athene to Accordia Life is happening over the 
second half of 2015.

Rest assured, during 
this transition period, 
our commitment to you 
has not changed. The 
benefits of your life 
insurance policy are 
not changed by this 
transaction.

Who is Global Atlantic?
Global Atlantic Financial Group, through its subsidiaries, 
offers a broad range of retirement, life and reinsurance 
products designed to help our customers address 
financial challenges with confidence. A variety of 
options help Americans customize a strategy to fulfill 
their protection, accumulation, income, wealth transfer 
and end-of-life needs.

Global Atlantic was founded at Goldman Sachs in 
2004 and separated as an independent company in 
2013. Its success is driven by a unique heritage that 
combines deep product and distribution knowledge 
with insightful investment and risk management, 
alongside a strong financial foundation.

Who is Accordia Life?
Accordia Life is an innovative life insurance company, 
providing customers and agents proven expertise 
in indexed universal life insurance. The company’s 
products help meet the protection, wealth transfer 
and small-business needs of customers throughout 
the United States. Accordia Life’s success is built on 
a foundation of experience, exceptional products and 
deep relationships. Accordia Life is a subsidiary of 
Global Atlantic Financial Group Limited, a financial 
services company focused on the annuity, life 
insurance and reinsurance markets.

Your agent is always available to answer any questions you 
may have about the sale and transition.

Thank you for putting your trust in us. We are committed to 
keeping lifelong promises and providing assurance for those 
whose lives we touch. We are excited about the future!
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